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Abstract: A capacitive pressure sensor was realized by using low-temperature co-fired ceramic
(LTCC) materials and technology. The paper will present the design considerations of a sensing
element, and compares the experimental data to the theoretical design, with the aim to improve the
sensor’s characteristics. Special points of attention are the linearity, the temperature behaviour, the
pressure media and the behaviour of the reference pressure medium.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. MATERIAL AND CONSTRUCTION

Most pressure sensors are made by micromachining silicon. On the other hand, complex sensor
systems combine different materials (silicon, ceramic,
metal,
polymer,
etc.)
and
technologies
(semiconductor, thin and thick film, etc.). In some
demanding applications, thick-film technology and
ceramic materials are a very useful alternative [1-3].

Low-temperature cofired ceramic (LTCC)
technology is a three-dimensional ceramic technology
for the fabrication of different electronic modules. It
is a mixture of thick-film and ceramic technologies.
The thick-film technology contributes the lateral and
vertical electrical interconnections, and the embedded
and surface passive electronic components (resistors,
thermistors, inductors, capacitors). The laminate
ceramic technology contributes the electrical,
mechanical and dielectric properties as well as
different three-dimensional (3D) structures, such as
cantilevers, bridges, diaphragms, channels and
cavities [7-11]. The LTCC materials consist of
ceramic and glass particles suspended in an organic
binder. The materials are either based on
crystallisable glass or a mixture of glass and ceramics.
The LTCC materials before sintering are soft and
flexible sheets or tapes called green sheets or green
tapes. Different thicknesses, from a few tens of µm to
a few hundreds of µm, of green tapes are
commercially available on the market. Green tapes are
easily handled and mechanically shaped. On the
separate tapes the thick-film layers are screen-printed
and then stacked and laminated together with hot
pressing. A large number of layers (tapes) can form
high-density interconnections and 3D structures.
These laminates are then sintered in a one-step
process (called cofiring) at relatively low

Ceramic pressure sensors have been available for
more than 25 years. Most of them are used for
measuring pressure ranges higher than 100 kPa. In
comparison with semiconductor sensors they are
larger, more robust and have a lower sensitivity. Some
new technologies developed within the past few years
offer a feasible solution for replacing the siliconbased pressure sensor in some applications. One of
these technologies is low-temperature cofired ceramic
(LTCC) technology [3-5].
Capacitive sensors are suitable for low-pressure
ranges and low-power applications [6]. The main
disadvantage is the presence of different, disturbing
parasitic elements. This contribution includes the
study of the sensing element for the capacitive
pressure sensor, and designing a capacitive pressure
sensor using thick-film and LTCC materials and
technology. Special attention is focused on the design
of the sensing element to improve the sensor’s
characteristics.
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LTCC

Characteristics
Thermal expansion coeffi. (10-6/K)
Density (g/cm2)
Flexural strength (MPa)
Young’s modulus (GPa)
Poisson’s ratio
Thermal conductivity (Wm/K)
Dielectric constant
Loss tg (x10-3)
Resistivity (ohm.cm)
Breakdown (V/100 µm)

5.8-7.0
7.6-8.3
2.5-3.2
3.7-3.9
170-320 300-460
90-110
215-415
0.17
0.23
2.0-4.5
20-26
7.5-8.0
9.2-9.8
1.5-2.0
0.5
12
14
12
10 -10
10 -1014
>4000 3000-4000

Most ceramic pressure sensors are made with
deformable diaphragms [5]. The deformation is
induced by the applied pressure and then converted
into an electrical signal. LTCC technology and
materials are suitable for forming a three-dimensional
(3D) construction, consisting of a circular edgeclamped deformable diaphragm that is bonded to a
rigid ring and a base substrate. These elements form
the cavity of the pressure sensor. The cross-section of
the ceramic pressure sensor is shown in Figure 1.
The deformation (i.e., the deflection) of the
diaphragm induced by the applied pressure depends
on the construction, the dimensions and the material
properties (Table 1) of the sensor body [5,12]. The
influence of the geometry and the material properties
of the LTCC structure on the deflection of an edgeclamped deformable diaphragm under an applied
pressure is described by equation (1)

(
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(1)

at the position r from the
is a function of the applied
characteristics (elasticity, E,
of the diaphragm, and the
t, and radius, R) of the
R

Diaphragm
r
Cavity

Al2O3
94-99.5%

Tab. 1. Some characteristics of LTCC material in
comparison with Al2O3 ceramics [12]

y (r ) =

where the deflection y
centre of the diaphragm
pressure, P, the material
and Poisson’s ratio, ν)
dimensions (thickness,
diaphragm (Figure 1).

t

temperatures (850–900°C) to form a rigid monolithic
ceramic multilayer module (an electronic circuit
and/or a 3D microstructure). The whole LTCC
process saves time, money and reduces the circuit’s
dimensions, compared with conventional hybrid
thick-film technology [12]. The important advantages
of LTCC materials in comparison with alumina are an
about three times lower Young’s modulus and
flexibility in the 3D designing. Some of the
characteristics of fired LTCC laminates and alumina
substrates are presented in Table 1.
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Fig. 1. The schematic cross-section of the LTCC structure
of a ceramic pressure sensor (not to scale)

3. CAPACITIVE PRESSURE-SENSOR THEORY
The capacitive pressure sensor is based on the
fractional change in capacitance (∆C/C) induced by
the applied pressure. The basic element of a
capacitive pressure sensor is an equivalent parallelplate air-gap capacitor with clamped edges [6,13,14],
as shown in Figure 2. The construction of the LTCCbased ceramic capacitive pressure sensor is very
similar to other ceramic pressure sensors. This
structure consists of a circular, edge-clamped
deformable diaphragm that is bonded to a rigid ring
and the base substrate. These elements then form the
cavity of the pressure sensor. The cavity has an inlet
for a reference pressure, which is in most cases
ambient air. A specific feature of the capacitive
pressure sensor is that the distance between the
deformable diaphragm and the rigid base substrate is
smaller and must be very well defined. A second
specific feature is that the bottom electrode is
deposited on the rigid substrate and the upper
electrode of the capacitor is deposited on the
deformable diaphragm [15-17].
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Fig. 2. The cross-section of a capacitive pressure sensor
(not to scale)

The value of the initial capacitance (C0) of the
capacitive pressure sensor, neglecting all additional
fringing capacitances, is expressed as:

C0 = ε 0 ⋅ ε r ⋅

A
D0

(2)

electrodes is about 12 µm. The dimensions of the
sensor’s body are 17.5 × 12.6 × 0.8 mm. The
thickness of the sensor’s body in the area of the cavity
is 0.9 mm. The design of the 3D LTCC structure of a
ceramic capacitive pressure sensor and the details of
the parallel-plate air-gap capacitor are presented in
Figure 3. The 3D LTCC structure forms the body of
the ceramic sensor, which includes the diaphragm, the
cavity and the channel. The channel links the cavity
with the inlet tube for the reference pressure.
Integrated into the LTCC structure are the two
electrodes of the pressure sensor’s capacitor and two
contact pads. One of the fabricated samples of the
ceramic capacitive pressure sensors made as a 3D
LTCC structure is shown in Figure 4.

where ε0 is the permittivity in vacuum, εr is the
relative permittivity of the media between the two
plates, A is the area of the electrode plate, and D0 is
the gap spacing between the two plates.

Diaphragm
Electrode 2
Air gap
Electrode 1
Ceramic body

When the applied pressure is within the nominal
range and when the deflection of the diaphragm
y(r=0) is much smaller than both the thickness of the
diaphragm and the distance between the electrodes,
then the capacitance between the electrodes is given
by equation (3) [15-17].
R

C ( P) = ε 0 ⋅ ε r ⋅ ∫
0

2 ⋅ π ⋅ r ⋅ dr
D0 − y ( P , r )

Reference
pressure
(Air)

Pressure

(3)

where C is the capacitance under an applied pressure
P, ε0 is the permittivity in vacuum, εr is the relative
permittivity, R is the radius of the electrode, r is the
current radius, D0 is the distance between the
electrodes at zero applied pressure and y(P,r) is the
deflection at the current radius r when the pressure P
is applied.

Fig. 3. Schematically presented cross-section of a ceramic
capacitive pressure sensor with a detail of the parallel-plate
air-gap capacitor (schematic and not to scale)

4. SENSOR DESIGN
For the evaluation of the ceramic capacitive
pressure sensors the sensor was designed for the
pressure range from 0 to 3 kPa. The test samples were
fabricated with the LTCC material Du Pont 951. The
thickness of the diaphragm is 100 µm and the
diameter of the cavity is 8.4 mm. The diameter of
both electrodes is 7.7 mm and the distance between
the electrodes is about 70 µm. The thickness of the
978-1-4244-50330309/$26.00 ©2009 IEEE

Inlet tube
(brass)

Fig. 4. The ceramic capacitive pressure sensor made as a
3D LTCC structure

5. EXPERIMENTAL
Linearity
The pressure range where the sensor’s
characteristic is linear (capacitance versus applied
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pressure) was defined by the geometry of the
diaphragm and mechanical properties of the materials.
For good linearity the deflection of the diaphragm
(Equation 1) at the maximum applied pressure must
be much smaller than the thickness of the diaphragm
and the distance between the electrodes. The
characteristic of the test samples is perfectly linear in
the pressure range from 0 to 5 kPa (Figure 5). In this
case the maximum deflection is about 2 µm. The
characteristic of the same pressure sensor but for a
wider pressure range becomes nonlinear. The
maximum deflection of the diaphragm at a pressure of
100 kPa is about 40µm. The nonlinearity is shown in
Figure 6.

Temperature behaviour
Some of the test samples were tested at different
applied pressures and at different temperatures. The
temperature dependences of the capacitive pressure
sensors are relatively high and may be positive or
negative [18]. The relative changes in the initial
capacitance of two selected test samples, which have
two extreme (maximum and minimum) temperature
dependences, versus the different temperatures are
shown in Figure 7.
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Fig. 7. The capacitances of the ceramic capacitive pressure
sensor versus pressure in the range from 0 to 5 kPa
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Fig. 5. The capacitance of the ceramic capacitive pressure
sensor versus pressure in the range from 0 to 5 kPa
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Fig. 6. The capacitance of the ceramic capacitive pressure
sensor versus pressure in the range from 0 to 100 kPa
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Pressure media
The previous description of the ceramic capacitive
pressure sensor neglected the effect of all the
additional fringing capacitances, which can be found
in the ceramic sensor’s body and in the pressure
media. In reality the value of the initial capacitance
(C0) includes not only the capacitance of the parallelplate air-gap capacitor (Ca), but also several
additional fringing capacitances, like the capacitance
of the ceramic body (Cc) and the capacitance of the
pressure media (Cm). The mentioned parallel-plate
air-gap capacitance and the additional fringing
capacitances are schematically shown in Figure 8.
The values of all these capacitances depend on the
geometry, the construction and the electrical
properties (especially the relative permittivity) of the
materials.
The test samples were fabricated with the LTCC
material DP 951, which has a relative permittivity of
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about 7.8. The relative permittivities (εr) of some
other test materials are presented in Table 1.
Pressure
medium
Diaphragm
Ambient air
(Reference
pressure)

Cc
Electrodes
Cm

Cc

Ca
Cc

Cc

Cm

Ceramic
(LTCC)

temperature, pressure and humidity, as described by
equation (4) [19].


Air
Silicon oil
Water

1
2.5
80

70°C
30°C
1.0018

The investigated ceramic capacitive pressure
sensor was designed as a gauge pressure sensor. In
this case the reference pressure is equal to the ambient
air (atmospheric) pressure. Therefore, the dielectric
between the electrodes of the capacitive pressure
sensor is ambient air. The value of the relative
permittivity of the air is about 1.0006 at a temperature
of 25°C, a relative humidity of 25% and a pressure of
1013 mbar. However, the relative permittivity of the
air is not a constant value; it depends on the

978-1-4244-50330309/$26.00 ©2009 IEEE

10°C

1.0016
1.0014
1.0012
1.0010
1.0008

The test samples were immersed into four different
liquid media (air, silicone oil, and deionising water).
The initial capacitance (C0) of the ceramic capacitive
pressure sensors were measured after the liquids were
stabilized at room temperature (23-25°C).

The influence of reference pressure

50°C

1.0020

Tab. 2. Relative permittivities (εr) of the test materials

If the initial capacitance of the ceramic capacitive
pressure sensor in air media is the reference value,
then the silicone oil media increased the capacitance
by about 3%, the absolute ethanol by about 55%, and
the deionising water by about 90%.

(4)

1.0022

Relative permittivity of the air

Relative Permittivity (εεr)


48 ⋅ PS

⋅ H  ⋅10 −6 
T



where εr(air) is the relative permittivity of air, T is the
absolute temperature (K), P is the pressure of air
(mm Hg), PS is the pressure of saturated water vapour
at temperature T (mm Hg), and H is the relative
humidity (%). The calculated relative permittivity
versus relative humidity of the air at four different
temperatures is graphically presented in Figure 9.

Fig. 8. Schematically presented capacitance of the parallelplate air-gap capacitor and the additional fringing
capacitances of the ceramic capacitive pressure sensor in
pressure media (not to scale)
Materials
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ε r ( air ) = 1 +
⋅ P +
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Fig. 9. The relative permittivity of air (εr(air)) versus the
relative humidity at different temperatures

The ceramic capacitive pressure sensor was
designed to operate in the following ambient
conditions: temperature from 10 to 70°C, relative
humidity from 20 to 80%, and atmospheric pressure
from 980 to 1050 mbar. In these conditions the
maximum overall drift of the relative permittivity of
the air is up to +3750×10-6. The main influence on
the permittivity comes from that of the temperature
of the air, with a maximum drift of the permittivity
up to +3700×10-6, followed by the humidity of the
air (maximum drift of the permittivity of the air is
up to +3430×10-6). The different atmospheric
pressure has a minor influence on the relative
permittivity of the air (maximum drift of the
permittivity of the air is up to +40×10-6).
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